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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Little Princess Palace offers a headband products and service that are more suitable 

for kids especially for a girl. This is due to our trending fashion nowadays among parents is 

too high and updated with the latest changes in design of fashion based on consumers 

requirement. Hence, to serve those preferences increase its profits. 

The uniqueness of this product is the materials that I have use to produce this product. 

I used the best quality of material products to make the product will be more exclusive and 

can attract many of customers to this products. Its also comes with variety of design which is 

suitable for kids. Moreover, its also suitable for kids from age 0 months until 6 years old. 

Little Princess Palace customer's are o"bviously from the fashionista lovers who are 

more from parents that who are have a kids especially a girl. Its also suitable to be a gift to 

someone special. However, Little Princess Palace is more beneficial to be compared to other 

competitors is because of the variety of design with affordable price and its also safe for use 

especially newborn baby. 

The management of Little Princess Palace consist of two workers which are Nur Nina 

Qistina Binti Zaharruddin and my husband, Muhamad Nazmi Bin Hashim. I have decided to 

sell this headband after I had know that my first born was a baby girl. I also have create 

Facebook page to expand my business through social media and learn how to post Facebook 

post for business product. Furthermore, to be more easier, I have signed my business up in 

eUsahawan portal to track my business profits and revenues occurred. 

For now, I have product and service commitment plan to promote the product. I can 

do for postage and delivery for customers. However, there are still have the selected area to 

delivery for customer which are Puchong, Putrajaya and Shah Alam. 
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2.3 Vision and Mission 

2.3.1 Vision 

Little Princess Palace will be the top and the best quality of headband in 
Malaysia. 

2.3.2 Mission 

Little Princess Palace mission is to ensure the quality of the materials to get the 

best quality and safe use for kids. Little Princess Palace will provide a goods 

product and services at a reasonable cost and continuously provide more 

materials with the best quality for using in a long term. 

2.3 Description of product/service 
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Little Princess Palace offers a homemade product which categorized as a 

accessories. Its based business that offers you the best quality of material that's 

consists with a more variety of design that based on customers requested. Moreover, 

its more suitable for kids especially for a girl from age 0 months until 6 years old. Little 

Princess Palace customer's are obviously from the fashionista lovers wfjo are more 

from parents that who are have a kids especially a girl. Its also suitable to be a gift to 

someone special. However, Little Princess Palace is more beneficial to be compared 

to other competitors is because of the variety of design with affordable price and its 

also safe for use especially newborn baby. 
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